Abstract. The connection between geodesics on the modular surface PSL(2, Z)\H and regular continued fractions, established by Series, is extended to a connection between geodesics on Γ\H and odd and grotesque continued fractions, where Γ ∼ = Z3 * Z3 is the index two subgroup of PSL(2, Z) generated by the order three elements ( 
Introduction
The connection between geodesics on the modular surface M = SL(2, Z)\H and regular continued fractions (RCF), originating in the seminal work of Artin [6] , has generated a significant amount of interest. Inspired by earlier work of Moeckel [21] , Series [29] established explicit connections between the geodesic flow on M, geodesic coding, and RCF dynamics. The way ideal triangles of the Farey tessellation F cut oriented geodesics γ on the upper half-plane H play a central role in this approach. The geodesic crosses two sides of a triangle, and the geodesic arc is labeled L or R according to whether the vertex shared by the sides is to the left or right, respectively, of the geodesic. This labeling is invariant under SL(2, Z), and hence under any of its subgroups. These geodesics γ are lifts of geodesicsγ on M, which are uniquely determined by infinite two-sided cutting sequences . . . L n −1 R n 0 L n 1 . . . Some different approaches for coding the geodesic flow on M were considered by Arnoux in [4] and by Katok and Ugarcovici [14] .
A large class of continued fractions has been studied in the context of the geodesic flow and symbolic dynamics. A non-exhaustive list includes backward continued fractions [2, 3] , even continued fractions [1, 7, 9, 14] , Rosen continued fractions [20] , (a, b)-continued fractions [15] , Nakada α-continued fractions and α-Rosen continued fractions [5] , or other classes of complex or Heisenberg continued fractions [18] . In different directions, the symbolic dynamics associated with the billiard flow on modular surfaces of uniform triangle groups, and respectively with the geodesic flow on two-dimensional hyperbolic good orbifolds, have been thoroughly investigated in [12] and respectively [24] . This note describes codings of geodesics on the modular surfaces M o and M e , associated with subgroups of index two and respectively three in PSL(2, Z). The coding of M o is hereby connected, in the spirit of [29] , to the dynamics of odd and grotesque continued fractions (OCF, respectivly GCF), and the coding of M e is connected to the even (ECF) and extended even continued fractions. These continued fractions were first investigated by Rieger [25] and by Schweiger [26, 27] .
We consider the modular surface M o = Γ\H = π o (H), where Γ is the index two subgroup of Γ(1) = PSL(2, Z) generated by the Möbius transformations S(z) = −1 z+1 and T (z) = z + 2 acting on H. Equivalently, Γ is generated by the order three matrices S = 0 −1 . As shown by Lemma 7, the point π o (∞) is the only cusp of Γ, while π o (i) is a regular point for M o since we deal with a two-fold cover ramified at i which makes the singularity disappear.
The parts of the fundamental region F on either side of the imaginary axis are considered separately. First, we consider the triangle ω 2 , 0, ∞. The union of the images of this triangle under I, S, and S 2 gives the ideal triangle −1, 0, ∞. Similarly, the triangle with vertices ω, 0, ∞, under I, ST −1 and (ST −1 ) 2 is the ideal triangle 1, 0, ∞. Together, these regions form the ideal quadrilateral ∆ with vertices −1, 0, 1 and ∞. The images of ∆ under Γ form the Farey tessellation. That is, two rational numbers p q , p ′ q ′ are joined by a side of the Farey tessellation precisely when pq ′ − p ′ q = ±1. This is the same tessellation considered by Series [29] , but we add a checkerboard coloring, as shown in Fig. 2 . The triangle −1, 0, ∞ is light, while 1, 0, ∞ is dark, then continue in a checkerboard pattern, so that each of the three neighboring Farey cells of a light cell are dark, and vice versa. We code oriented geodesics by including the shade of the Farey cell. Concretely, a light L is denoted by L, a dark L by L, a light R by R, and a dark R by R. This way, every geodesic in H with irrational endpoints is assigned an infinite two-sided sequence of symbols L, L, R and R. We also require that a light letter L or R can only be succeeded and preceded by a dark one, and vice versa.
The coding of geodesics on M o is described by concatenating words of the following type:
Single letter strings are allowed. We require colors of individual letters to alternate. Thus, strings of the first and third type must be succeeded by those of the first or second.
A powerful tool in the study of endomorphisms in ergodic theory is provided by the natural extension, an invertible transformation that dilates the given endomorphism and preserves many of its ergodic properties, such as ergodicity or mixing [10] . Here, we describe the natural extension of the Gauss type OCF map (or, by reversing order, of the Gauss type GCF map) as a factor of a certain explicit cross-section of the geodesic flow on M o . In particular, this provides a direct geometric proof for the ergodicity of this map and allows us to recapture the invariant measures for the Gauss type OCF and GCF maps. Other applications include a characterization of quadratic surds in terms of their OCF expansion and their conjugate GCF expansion, as well as a tailequivalence type description of the orbits of the action of Γ on the real line.
We also observe that similar results can be obtained for even continued fractions, using the Farey tessellation without coloring and the modular surface M e = Θ\H, where Θ denotes the index three Theta subgroup in Γ(1) generated by the transformations S(z) = − 1 z and T (z) = z + 2.
Odd, grotesque, and even continued fractions
In this section we review some properties and dynamics of odd, grotesque and even continued fractions. Odd and even continued fractions are part of the broader class of D-continued fractions introduced in [16] (see also [13, 19, 11] ), while the GCF is the dual algorithm of the odd continued fractions. Instead of giving a compact presentation, we chose to be more repetitive, in order to clarify notation and the difference between these three classes of continued fractions.
Odd continued fractions.
The OCF expansion of a number x ∈ [0, 1] \ Q is given by
where ǫ i = ǫ i (x) ∈ {±1}, a i = a i (x) ∈ 2N − 1 and a i + ǫ i 2. Such an expansion is unique. We also consider
with ǫ 0 ∈ {±1}, a 0 ∈ 2N − 1 and a 0 + ǫ 0 2, so that x ∈ (a 0 , a 0 + 1) if ǫ 0 = 1 and
The odd Gauss map T o acts on [0, 1] by
Symbolically, T o acts on the OCF representation by removing the leading digit (a 1 , ǫ 1 ) of x, i.e.
The probability measure dµ o (x) = [25, 26] ), where we denote
where
Every irrational number y ∈ I G , y = 0, can be uniquely represented as above, by taking ǫ 0 = ǫ 0 (y) = sign(y) and b 0 = b 0 (y) the unique odd positive integer with
or on the symbolic representation (2.2) by
and dν o (y) = 1 3 log G · dy y+1 provides a τ o -invariant probability measure (see [25, 28] ). Consider Ω o = (0, 1) × I G . The natural extension of T o can be realized as the invertible map [26, 27] 
and it acts on Ω o ∩ (R \ Q) 2 as a two-sided shift as follows:
It is also convenient to consider the extension
with inverse
, where ǫ i = ǫ i (x) ∈ {±1} and a i = a i (x) ∈ 2N. Such an expansion is unique. Every number x ∈ [1, ∞) \ Q has a unique infinite ECF expansion
with ǫ 0 ∈ {±1} and a 0 ∈ 2N, so that x ∈ (a 0 , a 0 + 1) if ǫ 0 = 1 and x ∈ (a 0 − 1, a 0 ) if ǫ 0 = −1.
The even Gauss map T e acts on [0, 1] by
Symbolically, T e acts on the ECF representation by removing the leading digit (a 1 , ǫ 1 ) of x, i.e.
Here the infinite measure dµ e (x) = 1 1+x + 1 1−x dx is T e -invariant (see [7, 26, 27] ). The even continued fraction equivalent of the grotesque continued fractions are the extended even continued fractions. Given ǫ i ∈ {±1} and even positive integers b i , we denote
The corresponding shift τ e acts on (−1, 1) by
or in the symbolic representation by
Consider Ω e = (0, 1) × (−1, 1) and the natural extension of T e , realized as the map [27] T e : Ω e → Ω e ,T e (x, y) = T e (x),
Equivalently,T e is acting on Ω e ∩ (R \ Q) 2 as a two-sided shift:
It is again convenient to consider the extension T e ofT e to Ω e = Ω e × {−1, 1} defined by 
Proof. The generators S and T are contained in the group Γ 0 . Since |SL(2, Z 2 )| = 6, we have [Γ(1) : Γ 0 ] = 2. Finally, we notice that F = F ∪ 0 −1 1 0 F , where F = z ∈ H : |z| 1, |Re z| A lift of the group Γ to GL(2, Z) played an important role in the analysis of the renewal time for odd continued fractions, pursued by Vandehey and one of the authors in [8] .
We denote by A o the set of geodesics γ in H with endpoints satisfying
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can takeγ to be a positively oriented geodesic arc in
There are four cases to consider. First, γ −∞ < −1 < 1 < γ ∞ , and an appropriate 2Z-translation gives γ −∞ ∈ −I G and γ ∞ > 1. Second, γ connects the arc [
Finally, in the fourth case T S −1 mapsγ to a geodesic arc connecting
An appropriate 2Z-translation ensures that γ −∞ ∈ I G and γ ∞ < −1.
3.2.
Cutting sequences and odd/grotesque continued fraction expansions. As described in the introduction, our coding of geodesics on M o refines the Series coding. An oriented geodesic γ in H is cut into segments as it crosses triangles in the Farey tessellation F. Each segment of the geodesic crosses two sides of a triangle in the tessellation. If the vertex where the two sides meet is on the left, we label the segment L, if it is on the right we label it R. We use L and R when the geodesic is in a light cell and L or R for a dark cell. This way, we assign to every geodesic in H with irrational endpoints an infinite two-sided sequence of symbols L, L, R and R, with alternating shades.
Next, we analyze in detail the connection between the GCF expansion of γ −∞ , the OCF expansion of γ ∞ , and the strings in (1.1).
For every Möbius transformationρ leaving S o invariant, we still denote byρ the product map ρ ×ρ, viewed as a transformation of S o . To every geodesic γ ∈ A o we associate the positively oriented geodesic arc [ξ γ , η γ ], where
Four cases will occur: Figure 4 . Geodesic arcs labeled by the strings ξ γ (LL) . Following the orientation of γ, we assign the string ξ γ (LL) k−1 LRη γ to the arc [ξ γ , η γ ] (see Fig. 4 ). Figure 5 . Geodesic arcs labeled by the strings ξ γ (RR) ( 
This also gives that ρ o reflects across the imaginary axis exactly when ǫ 1 = +1, so that ρ o agrees with the transformation ρ from [29] exactly where the RCF and OCF agree. We also get that cases A and C are followed by A or B, and cases B and D are followed by cases C or D. 
, so that (x, y) ∈ S o . Using formulas (3.5) and (2.4), we get that
Proof. To check (i), we use Proposition 3 and compute
(ii) We consider the case (−ǫ 1 ) · · · (−ǫ r ) = −1, when we use Proposition 3 and
Finally, we notice the equalitȳ
4. Connection with cutting sequence and RCF 4.1. Odd continued fractions. We now explore the connection between the cutting sequences of the regular continued fractions and the odd continued fractions. Here, we use x to mark the imaginary axis, as in [29] , and ξ γ = γ ∩ ±[1, ∞] as defined above.
In cases A and B, we get the cutting sequence . . . xL n 1 R n 2 L n 3 . . . with regular continued fraction expansion [n 1 ; n 2 , n 3 , . . . ]. Without coloring, this corresponds to . . . Lξ γ L n 1 −1 R n 2 L n 3 η γ . . . . We have two cases to consider for the first digit of the odd continued fraction expansion.
(A) n 1 = 2k is even, and γ ∞ ∈ (2k, 2k + 1). This gives the cutting sequence . . . ξ γ (LL) k−1 LRη γ , and we get (2k + 1, −1) = (a 1 , ǫ 1 ). The next digit is represented by L n R for n 0. When These equalities correspond to the singularization and insertion algorithm introduced by Kraaikamp in [16] and explicitly computed for the OCF in Masarotto's master's thesis [19] (see also [13] ). This algorithm is based on the identity
where ǫ ∈ {±1}.
(B) n 1 = 2k−1 is odd, and γ ∞ ∈ (2k−1, 2k). This gives the cutting sequence . . . ξ γ (LL) k−1 Rη γ , and we get (2k − 1, +1) = (a 1 , ǫ 1 ). The next digit is represented by R n L, where n 0. If
. . , and the next digit corresponds to R 0 L, which gives (1, +1).
Strings starting with R are treating similarly, with (RR) k−1 L corresponding to (2k − 1, +1) and (RR) k−1 RL to (2k + 1, −1). Geodesics of type C and D can be classified similarly. In this case, we get the cutting sequence . . . xR n 1 L n 2 R n 3 . . ., where γ ∞ = −[n 1 ; n 2 , n 3 , . . .]. This gives, without coloring, the cutting sequence . . . Rξ γ R n 1 −1 L n 2 R n 3 . . ., and we interpret the strings in the same way as above.
4.2.
Grotesque continued fractions. The grotesque continued fractions are the dual continued fraction expansion of the odd continued fractions, which changes the restriction on the digits. That is, for ǫ 1 /(a 1 + ǫ 2 / . . .), the odd continued fractions require a i + ǫ i+1 2, and the grotesque require a i + ǫ i 2. This means we need a different insertion and singularization algorithm to convert regular continued fractions to grotesque continued fractions that the one used for odd continued fractions. As with Series' description of the regular continued fractions [29] , the forward endpoints are read from left to right, but the backwards endpoints are read from right to left. Thus, for the odd continued fractions, we can read the strings one at a time, but for grotesque continued fractions, we must also consider whether the preceding string would be valid.
We consider cases A, B, C, and D similar to those above. To stay consistent with how we normally read, we say that the string ends in the letter on the right. The preceding string is the string to the left of the one we are considering. To illustrate the difference between odd and grotesque continued fraction expansions, we consider two example strings. First, note that for case C, we have the RCF cutting sequence . . . L n −2 R n −1 L n 0 xR . . . for the RCF [n 0 , n −1 , n −2 , . . .], where x = γ∩[0, ∞]. This corresponds to the string . . −1) , . . . o . We need to change the grouping for the first digit to make the second digit an allowable string, since R must be preceded by (LL) k−1 L. Thus, we get . . . RLLR(RL)(L)(R)ξ γ . . ., where the final grouping is determined based on whether the previous letter is L or R.
Finally, we contrast this with the regular continued fraction Fig. 1) , and whose cutting sequence changes type at ξ. Proposition 3 shows that the first return map of the geodesic flow to X corresponds to the transformation T o on Ω o .
As in [29] , it is convenient to express every u ∈ T 1 (H) in coordinates (α, β, t) given by the endpoints α, β of the geodesic γ(u) through u and the distance t from the midpoint of γ(u) to u. It is possible to transform the usual measure Haar measure y −2 dxdydθ on H × S 1 ∼ = T 1 H ∼ = PSL(2, R) to (α − β) −2 dαdβdt. Section 3 shows that S o and X are naturally identified, up to a null-set, by mapping γ ∈ S o to π o (u γ ) ∈ X , where u γ ∈ T 1 (H) corresponds to γ at position ξ γ . The first return map to X is subsequently identified with ρ o , acting on S o with corresponding invariant measure µ = (α − β) −2 dαdβ. We define π, π 1 , π 2 : Ω o → (0, 1) by π(x, y, ǫ) = (x, y), π 1 (x, y, ǫ) = x, and π 2 (x, y, ǫ) = y. 
This gives that
showing that ν o = dv 1+v is a finite τ o -invariant measure.
Quadratic surds and their conjugates.
Proposition 5. A real number α > 1 has a purely periodic OCF expansion if and only if α is a quadratic surd with −G <ᾱ < 2 − G. Furthermore, if
Proof. In one direction, suppose that α is given by (5.1). Consider the geodesic γ ∈ A o with endpoints at γ ∞ = α and γ −∞ = β = − (a r , ǫ r ), . . . , (a 1 , ǫ 1 ) o ∈ −I G . Corollary 4 shows that the geodesic γ is fixed by ρ 2r o , so it is fixed by some M ∈ Γ, M = I. Hence both α and β are fixed by M ; in particular, β =ᾱ.
In the opposite direction, suppose that Aα 2 + Bα + C = 0 with gcd(A, B, C) = 1, A 1, and α ∈ −I G . The quadratic surds α,ᾱ, −α, −α = −ᾱ, and M α = aα+b cα+d with M ∈ Γ have the same discriminant.
, we infer that the number of quadratic surds α with fixed discriminant ∆ = B 2 − 4AC and satisfying these restrictions must be finite. Employing equality (3.6), it follows that both components ofT k o ( 1 α , −ᾱ) are quadratic surds with discriminant ∆ for every k 0. Since they satisfy the same kind of restrictions as α above, there exist k, The problem of characterizing Γ-equivalence classes for a broad class of subgroups of Γ(1) has been recently investigated, with a different approach, in [23] .
Proposition 8. The OCF expansion of an irrational α is eventually periodic if and only if α is a quadratic surd.
Proof. If the OCF tail of α is eventually periodic, then gα = ǫ [[(a 1 , e 1 ) , . . . , (a r , e r )]] o for some g ∈ Γ and ǫ ∈ {±1}. Proposition 5 gives that gα is a quadratic surd, hence α is a quadratic surd.
Conversely, assume that α is a quadratic surd and γ is the geodesic connecting α to its conjugate root α. Let g ∈ Γ such that the geodesic gγ is a lift of π(γ) to H with gγ ∈ S o . We can assume that gα > 1, reversing α and α if necessary. Proposition 5 shows that gα has purely periodic OCF expansion, and Proposition 6 shows that the OCF expansion of α is eventually periodic. Proposition 8 is known in more general situations, for instance it holds for all D-continued fractions (see, e.g., [19, 22] ).
5.4.
Closed geodesics on M o . Employing Proposition 6 and standard arguments, one can prove Proposition 9. A geodesicγ on M o is closed if and only if it has a lift γ ∈ A o with purely periodic endpoints
for some ǫ ∈ {±1} and (−ǫ 1 ) · · · (−ǫ r ) = 1. 
The roof function is given by the hyperbolic distance between two consecutive return points to S o :
with ξ γ , η γ ∈ H as in Section 3.2. The points ξ γ and η γ can also be identified with elements in T 1 M o and represent two consecutive changes in type for the cutting sequence of the geodesic γ. It is convenient to replace the geodesic arc [ξ γ , η γ ] with [ξ, η] , where ξ = ρ o (ξ γ ), η = ρ o (η γ ). Considering γ ± = ρ o (γ ±∞ ), we employ as in [29] the formula 
The equalities |x + iy −
and thus
Similar computations in each of the cases B, C, D provide
and actually we get the general formula
If (α, β) ∈ S 0 , then there exists ǫ ∈ {±1} such that (ǫα, ǫβ) = (α ′ , β ′ ) with
Equations (5.4) and (3.5) then provide
(5.5)
Whenγ is a closed geodesic on M o with endpoints as in Proposition 9, the contribution of each of the factors F + and F − to the length ofγ is one. Using (a n+r , ǫ n+r ) = (a n , ǫ n ), we find
. Bauer and Lopes [7] realized the ECF natural extensionT e as a section of the billiard flow on M e . Here, we describe the extension T e ofT e as a section of the geodesic flow on M e .
The coding of geodesics on Θ\H is analogous to the coding for Γ\H described in Sections 3 and 4. However, in this case we do not use a checkerboard coloring. Here A e is the set of geodesics in H with endpoints
while ξ γ and η γ are defined by
Every geodesicγ on M e lifts to a geodesic γ ∈ A e . As in Section 3.2 four cases can occur, depicted in Figs. 7 and 8. Again, we consider cases A, B, C, and D. Here, case A corresponds to γ ∞ ∈ (2k−1, 2k) and e 1 = −1, case B to γ ∞ ∈ (2k, 2k + 1) and e 1 = +1, case C to γ ∞ ∈ (−2k, −2k + 1) and e 1 = −1, and case D to γ ∞ ∈ (−2k − 1, −2k) and e 1 = +1.
In a 1 , ǫ 1 ), (a 0 , ǫ 0 ) , . . . e ∈ (0, 1) and a 1 , ǫ 1 ), (a 0 , ǫ 0 ) , . . . e ∈ (−1, 0) and
In all cases we have
Again, we get that when ǫ 1 = +1, ρ e (γ ∞ ) and γ ∞ are on opposite sides of the imaginary axis, and ρ e agrees with the transformation ρ for the RCF in [29] . As in the OCF case, this is exactly where the RCF and ECF agree, cases A and C are followed by A or B, and cases B and D are followed by cases C or D. The map J e : S e → Ω e , J e (x, y) = sign(x)(1/x, −y, 1) is invertible. Direct verification reveals
As in Section 5.1, the push-forwards of the measure (α − β) −2 dαdβ on S e under the maps π • J e , π 1 • J e , and π 2 • J e areT e -invariant, T e -invariant, and respectively τ e -invariant. For intervals
which coincide with the invariant measures from [27] . The analogues of Propositions 5, 6, 8 and 9 come from changing the subscript o to e, since the same equalities hold. (ii) Two irrational numbers α, β > 1 are Θ-equivalent if and only if there are r, s 0 such that
3)
(iii) The ECF expansion of an irrational α is eventually periodic if and only if α is a quadratic surd.
(iv) A geodesicγ on M e is closed if and only if it has a lift γ ∈ A e with purely periodic endpoints for some ǫ ∈ {±1} and (−ǫ 1 ) · · · (−ǫ r ) = 1.
The second point should be compared with the statement of Theorem 1 in [17] . It seems that the definition of the tail t n (x) in [17, Eq. (1.3)] should be changed to t n (x) = (−e 1 ) · · · (−e n )[0; e n+1 /a n+1 , e n+2 /a n+2 , . . .]
for that statement to hold.
Analogous formulas for the roof function and for the length of a closed geodesic also hold, as in (5.4) (6.5) In this case M e has two cusps, π e (∞) and π e (1), and the group Θ splits the rationals in two equivalence classes, as shown by the following elementary Lemma 11. Θ∞ = m n ∈ Q : m or n is even and Θ1 = m n ∈ Q : m and n are odd . 6.2. Connection with cutting sequence. As in Section 4, we connect the action of ρ e with the cutting sequence associated to γ. We use the same coding as in [29] and in Section 3.2, but do not use the checkerboard coding.
As before, cases A and B give the cutting sequence . . . xL n 1 R n 2 L n 3 . . ., where x indicates γ∩[0, ∞] and [n 1 ; n 2 , n 3 . . .] is the RCF expansion of γ ∞ . This again corresponds to . . . Lξ γ L n 1 −1 R n 2 L n 3 . . .. We have two cases to consider for the first digit of the ECF expansion.
(A) n 1 = 2k − 1 is odd, and γ ∞ ∈ (2k − 1, 2k). This gives the cutting sequence . . . ξ γ L 2k−2 Rη γ and we get (2k, −1) = (a 1 , ǫ 1 ). The next digit is represented by L n R. In the case n 2 > 1, that is the string . . . ξ γ L n 1 −1 Rη γ R n 2 −1 . . . , the next digit is L 0 R, corresponding to (2, −1). This corresponds to the insertion and singularization algorithm for even continued fractions described by Kraaikamp and Lopes in [17] . where (2, −1) t means the digit (2, −1) t-times. (B) n 1 = 2k is even, and γ ∞ ∈ (2k, 2k + 1). This gives the cutting sequence . . . ξ γ L 2k−1 Rη γ , and we get (2k, +1) = (a 1 , ǫ 1 ). The next digit is represented by R n L. In the first case, we needed to consider what happened when n 2 > 1, here we need to look at n 2 = 1. Then, we have . . . ξ γ L 2k−1 Rη γ L n 3 . . . , and the next digit corresponds to R 0 L, which is again (2, −1).
Strings starting with R are treating similarly, with the roles of L and R switched. Cases C and D are classified similarly, with roles of L and R exchanged. In this case, we get the cutting sequence . . . ξ γ R n 1 −1 Lη γ L n 2 −1 R n 3 . . . , where γ ∞ = −[n 1 ; n 2 , n 3 , . . .].
6.3.
Extended even continued fractions. For the end point γ −∞ , we must consider the extended even continued fractions. While odd and grotesque continued fraction expansions differ from each other, the extended even continued fractions give the same expansion as the even continued fractions.
We consider cases A, B, C, and D similar to the grotesque continued fraction case. That is, we interpret the strings the same way as in the even continued fractions. However, strings of type A and C must be preceded by those of type A or B, and strings of type B and D must be preceded by C or D. This is similar to the restrictions on the grotesque continued fraction from Section 4.2.
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